Helpful Hints

Guide Rail System

- The Universal Carriage Assembly (Part No. AWS-UCAM) can hold either the Alpha® AWS-110/220 or AWS-125/225 Stone Cutters.
- Do not slide the Alpha® Guide Rail across your material as you may risk scratching the surface if any loose debris is under the Guide Rail.
- When transporting the Alpha® Guide Rails to jobsites, place the rails on a firm flat area to avoid possible damage to rails.
- Always remove the AWS-UCAM from the Guide Rail during transportation.
- Alpha® Guide Rails are for wet & dry use.
- Use the Alpha® Vacuum Hold Down System (Part Number: VHS-5C) to secure thick glass material for use with the Guide Rail System.
- Always double-check to make sure the Guide Rail is fully secure to the material before starting your application.
- The Guide Rail should be positioned and secured on the material which will not be cut off.
- Step-cutting is always recommended for applications with thick materials.